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1. Introduction 
The rapid development of industrial production has compelled electric 
measurement engineering to meet increased requirements. The demand for 
high-speed, accurate, automatic measurements is encountered in measuring 
of the most diverse electric quantities. A large group of measurement method~ 
t.1eqsuring Uout 
network 
I unb. I bal. 
Storage 
Fig. 1. The general scheme of precision balanced measurements 
satisfying the requirements of precision is represented by the balanced measur-
ing net·works. A precondition of these measurement methods is to create a com-
pensated network state. High-speed automatic compensation can be achieved 
if the compensation algorithm is realized by a digital automatic equipment. 
The paper examines ho\\- to increase the rate of high precision A.C. 
measurements. Such precision measurements are possible with measuring net-
works, where the value of the output yoltage or current is zeroed. 
The general scheme of examined measuring methods is shown in Fig. l. 
The complex signal Z is compared with the feed-hack u and v parameters and 
from this the measuring net,,,ork e.g. a bridge - generates the error voltage 
Uont • This voltage is processed by the indicator channel and on the output the 
indicator gives the information (Iunb.) about unbalancing of the network. This 
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information yields the information for balancing (Ibal') by the compensation 
algorithm. On the basis of information for balancing the content of storage i:3 
modified. This storage memorifies the values of u and v parameters. From 
the output of storage the u and v balancing parameters are fed back to the 
network, and thereby the changes of the balancing parameters modify the 
measuring network. In such a way it is possible to do precision measurement, 
even if the indicator and compensation algorithm are not accurate enough. 
The periodic operation of the studied system is guaranteed by a control unit. 
The paper touches upon the problems of the measuring network. the 
indicator and the compensation algorithm. 
2. Balancing properties of A.C. measuring systems 
The essential feature of balanced nleasurement is to endeavour to zero 
the voltage between two points of the measuring network (or zero current in 
one of its branches). Let us han~ Uout as the voltage to be zeroed. With the 
network build-up known, the complex function 
(1) 
may be given, 'where Cl is the generator voltage, Zl ... Zll are the network 
impedances, and Z.( is the complex vector to be measured. In the state of 
compensation Uout 0 wherehy, from the complex equation 
o (2) 
it IS possible to determine Zx, if Ug: Z] ... ZIl are known. 
The state of compensation is achieved by the appropriate modification 
of the two balancing paramcters. Information for this modification i:;: ohtained 
by the evaluation of the output Uout with respect to the compensation algo-
rithm. The method of cvaluation, that is, thc compensation algorithm, may 
be different in characte'L The well-kno'nl amplitude' minimization and pha:,e-
sensitive indicating algorithms are the simplest ones. 
The evaluation process following a given algorithm can be clearly traced 
along the balancing trajectory of the measuring net,\·ork. The balancing tra-
jectory indicates the eorrelation between the output voltage and the' halancing 
parameters ll, L' by giving the' 
Uotl : X jy P(C~. . II f , v), 
[-Ol1t x 
.f..- P(Ug . .H , l'd (3) 
curyc 8e'ts of fUllction 
C,)t:: lJI(U •. .11. L' ) (.1) 
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Figs :2 and 3 present two typical trajectories. In addition to these trajec-
tories, a measuring net'work is also illustrated in each figure (Maxwell-Wien 
bridge, capacity measuring net'l·ork with ideal current comparator) to repre-
sent the given trajectories. Analyzing the compensation process by means of 
the trajectory leads to the qualitative conclusion that an increased curvature 




Fig . . ) Balancing trajectory of ..\Iaxwell-- Wien bridgp 
Fig. 3. Balancing trajectory of ideal current comparator faradmetcr net,lork 




Fig. 4. Balancing trajectory of current comparator faradmeter network 
4- Periodica Polytcchnica El. 14 r.! 
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trajectory of the current comparator faradmeter network illustrated in Fig. 4 
which, due to the nonlinear magnetic properties of the core in the comparator, 
exhibits increased distortion as compared to the ideal, and less favourahle 
compensation characteristics than the ideal trajectory shown in Fig. 3. 
If the compensation characteristics of a given trajectory are to he 
described hy an index, this is excellently feasihle hy the determination of the 
redundance of error signal Uout . If thc compensation algorithm if' ideal, that 
is, if it makes use of all the informations on the error, then the error redundance 
of Uout represents that of the complete measurement as well. An increased 
redundance means unequivocally a much morc difficult compensability. 
Fig. 5. Trajectory-redundance of lIaxwell- \Vien bridge 
Determination of the redundance requires the following initial assump-
tions: 
quantization of the balancing parameters 1I, v is uniform and, since this 
quantization is made hest use of by a uniform probability distributioll_ be the 
quantity to be measured uniformly distributed in the ranges 0 < u ~:;: llm; 
o ~. V;n, 
the maximum information content of thc Uout is givell by the uniform 
distribution above region A, where A is the transformation of tht' quantity 
range to he measured into Uout x -'- jy. 
On the basis of these a;;sumptions the redundanee 'will he 
R In A H(U, V) 
where J[7;'] is the Jacohi determinant of function (x, X) = 1f(1I, v). Thus relation 
(5) was used to determine the trajectory redundances of Figs 2 and 3 in fUllc-
tion of lIm' vm • The redunclance of the lVIax,~-ell-Wien hridgp is shown in 
Fig. 5, while that of the ideal current comparator faradmete'r network in 
Fig. 6. It is interesting to compare the redundance of the distorted trajectory 
plotted in Fig. 4 (Rl?'" I nat) with that of the ideal trajectory, for v", I 
(R2 = 0.39 nat). Ine'quality RI > R'2, reflects the less favourable' comI)(,Il:-ation 
characteristics of the trajectory pre'sented in Fig. 4. 
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Figs 5 and 6 reveal that, in the usual Urn' Vrn measurement ranges, the 
trajectory redundance is small. Thus, where only this information loss would 
impede measurement, its redundance would still be negligible even at a signif-
icant trajectory curyature. In practice, ho-weyer, the information content 
of the error signal cannot be totally transferred to the compensation - there 
is no way to realise a too complicated compensation algorithm. Consequently, 
a minor redundance expressing small curvature will considerably increase 
the compcnsation time. 
R 4 
:nctJi---
J,6~--; .. /' o+u.~ 
0,2 r---- ----- - ----------~--
I 
Vm 
Fig. 6. Trajectory-redundance of the ideal current comparator faradmeter network 
3. Information collected from the error signal 
An important part of the balanced measuring systems is the indicator 
channel which is to supply information on the complex error signal of the net-
work. This is -why the present chapter will briefly discuss the measuring 
problems of the sinusoidal signal, as a quantity characterized by a complex 
Yector. 
The problem is how to measure the parameters A and B of a 
y(t) = A sin (Ut --'-- BeDs wt 
signal. Of the many feasible measurement techniques, here onlv two practia 
cally important methods -will be described. 
a) Tlieasurement of instantaneolls values 
Signal y(t) is measured at t'HI times (tl = 0 and t2 = t). The results are: 
Y2 = A sin (Ot --'-- B cos wt (6) 
4* 
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Eqs (6) permit to determine the redundance of probability yariahle5 (Yl' y~) 
transformed from uniform distribution (A, B): 
R = In (1 -!- 1 cotan wt I) . (7) 
The variation of R in the function of wt is illustrated in Fig. 7. It is casy to see 
that the most convenient measurement (wt = 7[/2) is redundance-free. Choos-
ing wt < 7[/2, the redundance ,,-ill increase, the eyaluation of measurement 
will be much mme complicated (sce Eqs (6)), and these dlsadn1lltages will 
only be compensated by the reduced measuring time. 
R 
r • 
Fig. - Redundance of in"tantaneou" value measnremellt 
b) Integrating measurement 
The integration of yariahle y(t) is measured in t,\'O inten'a15 (O-t] and 
t1-tZ)' By substituting «Jt = x. Wi> get the following results: 
T z = J;~ y(x)dx = A(cos Xl - cos x 2) - B(sin X 2 - sin xl) , 
wheref1'om the redundance of transformation: 
R = In '--~~----=--'-~~""'--'-'---=--~--=-~~--=-~-.-"-' 
x ) 1 I 
(8) 
(9) 
Fig. 8 illustrates the leyels of redundancy function. It is seen that zero red un-
dance is produced by Xl = 0; x 2 = 7[. Since, how-eyer, Xl = 0, this would 
require an instantaneous yalue measurement and an integrating measurenlenL 
and could not satisfy therefore our condition. The most conyenient measurp-
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ment IS hy selecting Xl ;r/2; X 2 ;r as then the redundancy is In::, and 
the evaluation of the measurement is not too complicated, either.l 
More important prohlem is the effect of the indicator-filter. The funda-
mental hal'monic of the error signal must certainly be rejected in order to 
make precision measurement feasible. Due to the upper harmonic content 
of the generator, the nonlinearity of the impedance to he measured, and the 
not quite frequency-independent compensability of the network, near to the 
compensation the error voltage 'will have a considerahle upper harmonic con-
Fig. 8. Rcdulldull(,f' of integrating IneasnreUlcnt 
tent. ,Vith respect to the compensation time, the rejection effeet increasing 
measurement tilne is most important since, after thc measurement of the error 
and the subsequent interference, the ne'w state will be hrought ahout through 
cl transient one. The question is what time intern,l is necessary hefore the next 
measurenlent. 
The problem outlined above will he analyzed hy using a simplified model 
hut the results thus obtained may be considered as qualitatively identieal to 
those of a full-value test. 
The simplified model is as follows: 
The error signal is a direct voltage, and the filter is a single-capacity 
proportional element 'with timc constant T. The direct voltage error is mea;:ured 
approximately and, corresponding to the measurement result, the network will 
Le interferred with at t = 0, 'whereby the error 'will be reduced to a known 
extent. The transient funetion of the error is 
y(t) = Y1 + Y(t) (10) 
\1' here YI is the residual output, to be determined hy the next measurement, 
and Y(t) is the transient rendered by switching off the variable of known Y G 
magnitude. Since nothing hut y(t) can be measured, the transinfol'mation 
1 }lote. This measuring method, integrating for one quarter period after the other, 
is like the usual. over-lapping half-periodical measuring - from the viewpoint of the informa-
tion processing. 
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between y(t) and)'l must he determined. This transinformation is limited by 
two factors: uncertainty of tht' transfer characteristics of the filter (here in r), 
and the noisc of indication. 
First the effect of time constant uncertainty will be studied. Since 
t 
Y(t) Yo e -;:;; , the entropy of Y(t) IS 
H[Y(t)] ?0 H (-~l--i-- In Yo 
To 
In 
Fig. 9. Information content of mea,mrement vs. holding time. a) uncertainty of time constant: 
b) noise of indicator: c) resultant transinformation: d) information content of practical 
measurement 
where TO is the mean value of T, and the uncertainty IS small as compared 
to this mean. The transinformation sought for will be 
T t H----t--- In (11) 
t 
The term - In inEq. (ll) vs. -is shown hy eurve a in Fig. 9. 
~ ~ ~ 
The noisc of indication will also limit the transinformation bet,veen ,. 
and Y1' The indicator noise is proportional to the quantity to he measured and, 
therefore, if the random variable descrihing the noise is ~, then 
y(t) Z), (12) 
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wherefrom at a fixed )"1' the conditional entropy will be: 
In practic~, among the two uncertainties, the latter one will be domi-
nant only, thus Y1 can be neglected. In according to the average conditional 
entropy: 
H(z) + In Yo 
and the transinformation: 
(13) 
In case of a correct synthesis, the transinformation 12 will be zero at 
(+0-) 0, which means that all the previoUi:iy available information has been 
made use of eluring intervention. Thus: 
(14) 
as shown by curve b in Fig. 9. 
The joint effect of 11 ; 12 leads to a resultant transinformation. For 
H (~I H(z) this resultant will develop according to curvc c ill Fig. 9. It is 
To I 
clearly seen that the resultant curvc has a slight upward-bend. It follows that 
increasing the information quantity of the measurement, the time require-
ment grows relatively slo'weI'. Accordingly, the speed of compensation 'will 
slightly increase if, 'within a single measurement, more information is collected 
on the error signal. 
In practice, however, this time gain is not utilizcd since the measure-
ment employs the following method: 
\Vait until the deviation of y(t) from the steady-state Y1 appears to 
assume a negligible L1 value, and then it may he said that)'l had been measured 
with a . 1 quantum accuracy. Thus thc information obtained will read: 
In _=-c,,-,-,-,=--
y~ e TU 
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Time t is choseli so as to make the .d quantum measurement accnracy satisfied 
cyen at transient of the maximum amplitude: 
In --=-=--==-- In hm -!- _.~ 
Y~m ' To (15) 
--1..t the same time, under correct synthesis conditions, the information H*()\) 
just obtained will correspond to the information content In of thp pre-
)"1 m 
yions measurement (the lattcr made possible thc reduction of the rate 
YOrn to Y1m), thus we get 
In In 
wherefroIll 
I (16 ) 
Eq. (16) reveals that for the measurement method applied the information 
ohtained is proportional to the time. Curye a in Fig. 9 illustrates this relation. 
4·. Characteristics of c011l1)ensation algorithms 
We haye to analyze the information about ['out giyen hy the indieat(lr 
channel, that is to seleet the information for compensating. This analy"i~ is 
completed on the basis of the compensation algorithm. 
There may he y,nious compensation algorithms, but their fundaIllf'l1tal 
eharaeteristie is the iteratiye nature. This is a matter of course, because the 
measurement of output signal at a giyen II and z; setting gives hut few informa-
tion, generally mueh less than that to he obtained on the quantity to he 
measured. 
The iterative nature of the balancing process means the aehi('vement 
of the compensation state (u, v) through the sequence (Ul,1"1)' (u 2 , 1"2) ... 
(Un, V n ). 
Now let us examine the iterative sequences of the two simplest com-
pensation algorithms (for the sake of simplicity redundance-free traj eetory i~ 
assumed). 
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Fig. 10 a presents the sUCCeSSlye steps of the amplitude minimizing 
algorithm: (0,0), (u I , 0), (U I , VI)' (U 2, VI)' ... With a COIlYCrgence angle )' of the 
trajectory, we get 
L' - V cos~r: (17) 
:.,8) ~-'----____ ... ",.;.' 
0) 
Fig. 10. a) Compensation by amplitude minimization: h) Compensation by phase "~n,,itiye 
indication 
Fig. 10 b presents the phase seDSltlYC compcnsation of a i' convergcnce angle 
trajectory with giyen A,,, Av l'eference axes. The iteration steps are 
(18) 
where 
SIn k1l = ----.,,~ 
sill (Xu 1') k,. sin (:x" -:- y) 
Introducing expressions cos ;' = k and ku ki' = k will make (17) and (18) alike 
and 
U/1 = u -'- vh2r:-1 • 
Vn = L' - vk2 r: , 
u+ vh~n-l l( ku , 
r h,. 
V/1 = v 1.,2!l L'tf • 
(19) 
(20) 
Thus the problems of two algorithm types are also similar 'which makes possible 
to deal only 'with the minimization of thc amplitude hercafter. Eqs (19) 
revealed that there exists an unequivocal correlation between (u, v) and (un, L'n), 
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whereby the transinformation thereon may be made infinite. In practice, how-
ever, this transinformation is limited since 
the trajectory (in the present case: k) is not quite accurately known, and 
the points of iteration are found only with some uncertainty because of 
the finite sensitivity of the indicator. 
Now the effect of these two uncertainty factors on the measurement 
of v will be studied. An analysis of the measurement of II 'would render qualita-
tively identical results. 
a) The l,mcertainty effect of the trajectory 
Starting from 
r" = 1" - vk~J: 
the transinformation between v and VI! must he determined, when the entropy 
H(K) defining the uncertainty of k is known. 
With a fixed P, the entropy of Un will be 
H(T/~jv) H(K) -+- \"J(k) In; av, i dk ~ H(K) 
. ak ' In 2n i Inv + (211 
'where ko represents the mean yalue of k. The average conditional entropy is. 
on the other hand, . assuming a uniform distribution for v in the region (0, vm ): 
H(V"W) = Jf(v)H(VnIV)dr = H(K) --L In 2n - (2n -1) In ko + In urn-1 
In case of a small standard deyiation, a good approximation is giyen by 
I-J( V·:) 
'whercby the transinformation will read: 
I(V, Vn ) H( Vn'V) 1 -in 2n - (2n - 1) In ko - H(K). (21) 
Fig. 11 illustrates I + H(K) ys. n, at a parameter of cos I' = ko-
b) The effect of uncertain compensation 
If the next point of the compensation process is found accurately, then 
the new deviation will he cos ,,-times the previous one (see Fig. lOa). Due 
to the imperfect indication, however, finding the point of iteration will involve 
an error of instability. The latter depends on a random variable ~ character-
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istic of the indicator, and on the residual error voltage proportional to sin y. 
Thereby, in course of a compensation step, the reduction of deviation is 
described by the random variable (cos ;' ~ sin r). It follows that the iteration 
steps 'will also he represented by random variables: 
2/1-1 






v II (COS r' !;/ sin y) . 
1=1 
Fig. 11. Trallsillformatioll limited hy uncertainty trajectory 
Let us rewrite the second relation in the following form: 
:2n 
"-' In cos y ---:- ;! sin y , 
whercfrol11 the distribution of the random variahie 
I) 
:2n IT ( cos y --'--. !;,- Sill,) 
/=1 
is clearly seen to approximate the logarithmic normal distribution. 
!\:' ow let us introduce expressions 
i11[ln cos f' + ; sin y i] = mo' 
D2[ln I cos r ; sin i' ] = 0'6 
(22) 
(23) 
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wilence the frequency distribution of ;1 will converge to the frequency dis-
tribution 
f(y) = -===-=l=---_ exp ( 
0"0 Y 
and the entropy of ;) will read 
H(y) Cc In l 
- =.J 
~-.QtJ 
(In y -- 2nmo)~) 
2· 2nO"g 
Fig. 12. TraIl~illformation limited by uncertainty indication 
At the same time, substituting ;1 into Eq. (22): 
rn 1'-1' i l 
wherefrom, at a fixed 1:, the conditional entropy 'will be 
H( V"i1') H(y) + J f(y) In 1': dy = H(y) + In [1'1 
'whereas the mean conditional entropy: 
In I'm - 1 . 
(24) 
(25) 
Let us again substitute H( V,,) hy In L',n, whereby 'we get the transinformation 
sought for: 
H(TJ -H(VV) 1 (26 ) 
Fig. 12 illustrates the formation of the transinformation as a function of n. 
The parameter of the curve set is cos ;', and as thc distribution of ~ reflecting 
the uncertainty of indication, a uniform distrihution has been assumed in the 
-'-0.2 region, to represent a suitahle practical value. 
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Two different uncertainty sources limiting tran!3information have been 
studied above. Figs 11 and 12 revealed results of similar trends. In a given 
case the two instability sources have exerted simultaneous action and, there, 
the formation of I -n is described hy a resuitant curve below the two com-
ponent cun·es, ,~·ith a charactcr similar to that in Fig. 13 a. Now let us analyze 
the redundance of different compensation methods OIl the basis of this resul-
tant curve. 
Let us assume that, according to the measurement specifications, a Ho 









Fig. 13. a) :'IlaxilllllIll information content of measurement: b) Information diagram of com-
pensation without redundance 
nl) iteration steps are required for this purpose. If, in the compensation pro-
cess, the preyious information is fully used ill each step, and all further trans-
information is acquired without redundance. the compensation process will 
he free of redundancE'. The information diagram characteristic of this case is 
IHcsented in Fig. 13 b where the full lines indicate information "ilr..-ested" 
ill each step. The practical realization of this diagram is, however, impossible 
and eyen its approximation is extremely complicated and expensive. Let us 
study, therefore, tht: redundance of the practicaHy adaptable compensation 
methods. 
a) Compen5atioll is done in each iteration :3tep at maximum precision, 
hy starting all oyer again. The information diagram is presented in Fig. 14 a. 
The relative information excess (which is, at prE'Sellt, much more illustratiYe 
than the l'edunclance) of this process, that is, the ratio of inve5ted to acquired 
no Ho infornlation, amounts to --- = nu' 
Ho 
b) Compensation is done from the yery heginning in each iteration step, 
hut only up to the precision reasonahle in that step. If the CUl've I-n ·can 
properly he suhstituted hy a straight line passing the origo (see Fig. 14 b), 
+1 
then the relatiye information excess of the process is 
2 
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c) The acqUIsItIOll of much less information than permissible is aimed 
at in each step. This actually means that compensation i" done by a much 
greater quantity than permitted. In such cases a greater part of the informa-
tion previously obtained may he made use of suhsequently. The information 
diagram charactcristic of this process is presented in Fig. a c. Although this 
figure displays no redundance, in reality also this method has some, heeause 
each compensation step must proyide for a possibility to return to the previ-
ous quantums, that is. the stages reflecting invested information should oyer-
Fig. 14. Seyeral information diagrams 
lap. As shown by a more detailed analysis, the redundance will increase with 
an increased nO' still much less, however, than for cases a) or b). 
cl) The method c) is separately considered at a 90c> angle of con vergence 
(cos}' = 0). This is where the number of the iteration steps l"equired is the 
10'west, just like the I"eflundance of overlapping as deserihed ahove. In certain 
cases the square net trajectory corresponding to the COl')' 0 condition is 
a priori giyen (for example an alternating voltage complex potentiometer). 
In other eases the cos ~' 0 condition can be achieved either in digital or 
in analogue ·way. These trajeetory linearization techniques essentially retrans-
form the distored trajectory of the error yoltage in square net through calcula-
tion. The redundance of the compensation methods in this catt'gory is far the 
lowest among all the practically adaptahle methods. 
5. Conchision 
On the hasis of the preyious chapters, the total time needed by measure-
ment can he written. If in OIle iteration step the indicator channel has to 
transfer I~ quantity of information, this step has a proportional time requ-
irement according to curn' d in Fig. 9. 
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Let this time be k . I~. The integrating measurement of sinusoidal signal 
and the intervention into the network have also their time needs (tm and ti 
resp.). Thus the time of one iteration step i5 
Let us mark the total information of measurement hy I, and the trans-
information of one step hy Io' The total measuring time will be the time of one 
iteration step multiplied by the number of iteration steps (Ij I 0): 
T (27) 
The measuring time (tm) and the intervention time (t l ) are generally given just 
as the total information of measuremcnt (that is the needed accuracy of 
measurement) marked hy I. 
:"i'ow, the total measuring timc can 1)[' rt'duced by 
decreasing k. It 'will decrease bv using a filter "with smaller transient 
time, 
decreasing the I~j I 0 redundance, 
decreasing the numher of iteration steps, possible by increasing the 
quantity of Io that is the transinformation of one step. 
On the basis of results of these C'xaminations, a digital compensating 
system is heing developed at the Department of Instrumentation and Mea;;;u-
rement of Budapest Technical University. 
The measurements have proved it possible to measure both components 
of sinusoidal signal with -1 hits of transinformation. The time needed for 
measuring is a douhle quarter period that is a half period. Measuring with 
4 hits permits tenfold improvement of compensation in each iteration step. 
We have finished the 5imulatioIl te5ts of tl1(' complete instrument on 
a digital computer. On the basis of results, applying a system to 50 c!s, the 
maximum rate of information trammi;;;sion will he 80-100 bits/sec. 
Summary 
The rate of high precision A.C. meawrements for example by A.C. bridges can be 
increased. Using the methods of information theory, factors slowing the measurement,. proper 
to measuring network, indicator and compensation algorithm are exhibited. A new method 
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